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Abstract 
A diagonal of a planar, simple polygon P is an open line segment that connects two nonadjacent vertices and 
lies in the relative interior of P. We present alinear time algorithm for finding a shortest diagonal (in the L2 norm) 
of a simple polygon, improving the previous best result by a factor of log n. Our result provides an interesting 
contrast to a known Y2(n log r 0 lower bound for finding a closest pair of vertices in a simple polygon--observe 
that a shortest diagonal is defined by a closest pair of vertices atisfying an additional visibility constraint. 
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1. Introduct ion 
Closest pair problems have been studied in computational geometry for a long time. It is well- 
known, for instance, that a closest pair among n points in the plane can be found in O(n log n) time, 
and that this bound is tight in the worst case in the algebraic-tree model of computation [7]. The lower 
bound holds even if the points form the vertices of a simple polygon, given in the boundary order [1]. 
A variant of the closest pair problem that has received some interest recently is the shortest diagonal 
problem. A diagonal of a simple polygon is a line segment joining two nonadjacent vertices that are 
mutually visible inside the polygon, and a shortest diagonal is a diagonal of minimum length. Thus, a 
shortest diagonal of a polygon is defined by a closest pair among its vertices atisfying the additional 
constraint that the vertices be visible. Despite the close similarity between the two problems, the lower 
bound of [1] does not apply to the shortest diagonal problem. The previous best result for computing 
a shortest diagonal was an O(n log n) time algorithm, based on a Voronoi diagram [5]. For the special 
case of a monotone polygon, Zhu [10] was able to get a linear-time algorithm; however, it remained 
an open question to determine the time complexity of the general problem [6]. 
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In this paper, we settle this question by presenting a linear-time algorithm for computing a shortest 
diagonal of a simple polygon. A brief sketch of our algorithm is as follows. We partition the polygon 
into connected, monotone regions each satisfying a property we call conformity. The partition is 
hierarchical, and modeled by a rooted tree, called a partition tree. The shortest diagonal within each 
monotone region is computed using the linear-time algorithm of Zhu [10]. The more complex step 
involves computing diagonal distances between vertices lying in different regions. Our key lemma 
shows that the regions containing endpoints of a shortest diagonal cannot be far apart in the partition 
tree. This allows us to break up the problem into several smaller problems, of total size O(n), each 
of which requires computing a closest visible vertex pair between two disjoint polygon chains. To 
solve this last problem, we apply a result from our paper on matrix searching with the shortest path 
metric [4]. 
The paper is organized in five sections. Section 2 introduces a few technical preliminaries; Section 3 
defines and shows how to construct a conforming partition of the polygon; Section 4 establishes prop- 
erties of the conforming partition needed by our shortest diagonal algorithm; and Section 5 describes 
the algorithm itself. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let P be a simple polygon of n vertices in the plane. We define 7r(x, y) to be the shortest path 
between the points x and y in P; d(x, y) is the length of the path 7r(x, y). We say that two points x 
and y are visible in P if the open line segment joining x and y does not intersect he boundary of 
P. A diagonal of P is a line segment connecting two nonadjacent, visible vertices of P. We want to 
compute a shortest diagonal of P in linear time. 
For technical reasons, it is convenient to dispose of the diagonals defined by vertices that are two 
edges apart on the boundary of the polygon. We say that two vertices u and v are 2-neighbors if u 
and v have a common neighbor on the boundary of the polygon. The following lemma gives a simple 
linear-time algorithm for computing a shortest diagonal defined by 2-neighbor vertices. 
Lemma 2.1. A shortest diagonal defined by a pair of 2-neighbors can be computed in linear time. 
Proof. We sequentially examine all 2-neighbors, and keep track of the closest visible pair among 
them. The only nontrivial step of the algorithm is to decide if two candidate vertices are visible. 
We need to perform the visibility test only if the 2-neighbors form a convex angle at their common 
neighbor; otherwise, the 2-neighbors are clearly not visible to each other. A linear-time preprocessing 
of the polygon allows us to perform the test in constant ime. The preprocessing step computes a
shortest path tree of P, rooted at an arbitrary vertex x, and records parent(u) for each vertex u in the 
tree [2,3]. Now consider an arbitrary 2-neighbor pair (u, v), and let w denote the common neighbor of 
u and v. Unless x = w, the pair u and v is visible if and only if neither parent(u) nor parent(v) lies 
in the interior of the triangle /kuvw, which can indeed be checked in constant ime. The exceptional 
case (that is, x = w) occurs only once during the entire algorithm, and in that case we spend O(n) 
time to decide if u and v are visible. This completes the proof. [] 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.1, we may now limit our attention to only those vertex-pairs that 
are not 2-neighbors; exclusion of 2-neighbors implifies some of the technicalities in the forthcoming 
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algorithm. We start the discussion by describing a recursive partition of the polygon into monotone 
polygons. 
3. A conforming partition of the polygon 
We partition the polygon P into connected, monotone regions, each satisfying a property we call 
conformity. We describe this partition, denoted/ / (P) ,  here, along with its construction. The following 
two sections establish key properties of the partition and describe its use in solving the shortest diagonal 
problem. 
Our partition is closely related to the window partition, a concept useful in link distance prob- 
lems [8,9], except hat we restrict he directions of visibility to horizontal and vertical. We use the 
common term orthogonal visibility to denote horizontal or vertical visibility, as the case may be. 
There is an orthogonal visibility polygon associated with each horizontal or vertical chord of P 
(a chord is a line segment internal to P with both endpoints on the boundary of the polygon). The 
orthogonal visibility polygon associated with a particular chord, or base edge, is a vertical visibility 
polygon (the region vertically visible from the base) if the base is horizontal, and a horizontal visibility 
polygon if the base is vertical. In our application we are interested in the orthogonal visibility polygon 
on only one side of the base edge. 
We define a recursive window partition based on orthogonal visibility. We first rotate the polygon 
so that an arbitrary edge e of P is horizontal, and compute the orthogonal visibility polygon of e. 
The boundary of the visibility polygon consists of portions of the boundary of P and windows in 
alternating sequence, where a window is a chord of P orthogonal to the base edge. Each window 
separates the orthogonal visibility polygon of e from a subpolygon of P. We use each window as the 
base edge of its subpolygon to construct the visibility partition of the subpolygon recursively. The 
recursion stops when the entire polygon is covered by orthogonal visibility polygons. See Fig. 1. 
This partition has a crucial shortcoming: a narrow "corridor" oriented at an oblique angle may cause 
the recursive partitioning to continue for an unbounded number of steps. This problem is illustrated by 
the right hand portion of Fig. 1. To fix the problem, we apply a "conforming" step to our construction. 
Fig. 2(a) shows a conforming partition of a polygon similar to the one in Fig. 1. 
As in the window partition, each region of our conforming partition I I(P) is associated with a base 
edge. The region associated with a base edge b is denoted R(b), and the base edge b is called the 
generator of R(b). We call a region R(b) conforming if b has a vertex endpoint or there exists a chord 
of P parallel to b, passing through a vertex of P, that separates the base edge b from all its windows 
Fig. 1. A window partition of P. Regions are shown shaded at even levels of recursion. 
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wl ,w2, . . . ,  wk. The vertex through which the chord passes in this definition is called a conformer 
vertex of b. A partition El(P) is called conforming if all of its regions are conforming. 
A slight modification of the construction of the orthogonal visibility partition delivers a conforming 
partition. The modification affects only those generators that do not have a vertex endpoint. Consider 
a generator b at some stage of the partitioning process. If either endpoint of b is a vertex, then we set 
R(b) to be the orthogonal visibility polygon of b, and continue the process. If neither endpoint of b 
is a vertex, we perform a conforming operation. The conforming operation determines a conformed 
base U corresponding to b, as follows. We sweep a segment from b into the subpolygon based at b, 
keeping the segment parallel to b and with its endpoints on the same edges as b, until the segment hits 
some vertex v(b). Define b ~ to be the position of the sweeping segment at v(b). Then the following 
two conditions hold: 
1. both b and b ~ have their endpoints on the same edges of P, and 
2. the trapezoid formed between b and b ~ does not contain any vertex of P in its interior. 
We call the vertex v(b) the conformer vertex of b. We set the region R(b) to be the union of the 
trapezoid formed between b and U, and the orthogonal visibility polygon of the conformed base b ~. 
It is easy to see that the region R(b) is conforming: the conformed base b ~ separates b from 
all the windows of R(b). Conformity implies that each region contains at least one vertex of P. 
Each region is also a connected, monotone polygon: a line orthogonal to base b intersects R(b) 
in a connected set. Region R(b) does not cross the line supporting b. Notice that all but at most 
two of the windows of R(b) have a reflex vertex of P at their endpoint nearer b. The possible 
exceptions are windows whose supporting lines do not intersect the interior of b or the interior of 
the conformed base b ~. If there are two such exceptional windows, their supporting lines pass on 
either side of b. See Fig. 2(a) for an example of a conforming operation and a conforming parti- 
tion. 
The partition El(P) is defined hierarchically, with a natural ancestor-descendant relationship. Each 
window of a region R(b) is called a child of the generator b,and b is the unique parent of its windows. 
We can model this partition by a rooted tree T, called the partition tree: each node of T is associated 





Fig. 2. A conforming partition of P, and its dual tree T. Regions, and their corresponding odes in T, are shown shaded at 
even levels of recursion. The conforming operation is invoked at generators b(w) and b(y). The conforming vertex of b(w) 
is p, and its conforming base b'(w) is the dotted chord passing through p. The remaining generators have vertex endpoints 
and their orthogonal visibility polygons themselves are conforming. 
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denote the generator associated with a node v by b(v), and we denote the region of b(v) by the 
shorthand notation R(v). See Fig. 2. 
The regions have pairwise disjoint interiors, but each window of one region is the base of a child 
region. By assigning each window to its parent's region, we can ensure that the regions form a proper 
partition of the polygon. Given an arbitrary point x C P, the containing node of x is the unique node 
v C T satisfying x E R(v); by the disjointness of regions, there is exactly one containing node for 
any point x. 
Each generator divides P into two subpolygons. The domain of a generator b, denoted P(b), is the 
subpolygon ot containing the parent of b; the domain of the root generator is P. Thus, if u E T is a 
node, then P(b(u)) = R(u) U {P(b(v)) I v is a child of u}. Alternatively, P(b(u)) = R(u) tA {R(z) I 
z is a descendant of u). 
We have established the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. The recursive orthogonal visibility partition with the conforming operation gtves a con- 
forming partition of P. The total size of the partition is linear in the size of the polygon, and the depth 
of the partition tree is at worst linear in the number of vertices in the polygon. 
We can compute the partition described above in linear time, by first computing a horizontal and 
a vertical trapezoidation of the polygon [2]. Given these trapezoidations, we can build our partition 
recursively, spending time proportional to IR(b)l at each base b. 
Lemma 3.2. A conforming visibility partition of P can be computed in O(n) time. 
4. Properties of the conforming partition 
This section presents the properties of the conforming partition H(P) that we use in our algorithm 
to find the shortest diagonal. 
Lemma 4.1. Let xi and zj be two arbitrary points in P, and let vi and vj, respectively, be their 
containing nodes. Then the shortest path 7r(xi, xj ) intersects the region R(v) for every node v on the 
tree path between vi and vj. 
Proof. The lemma depends on the fact that the domain of a generator b contains only the regions 
associated with the descendants of b. Since b is a chord, any path connecting a point in P(b) to a 
point outside P(b) necessarily intersects b. By definition, the lowest common ancestor of vi and vj is 
the lowest node whose domain contains both xi and xj. The lemma follows. [] 
The linearity of our algorithm depends critically on the following fact: the containing nodes of the 
vertices defining a shortest diagonal are constant distance apart in the partition tree T. More precisely, 
let (p, q) be a shortest diagonal, and let vp and Vq, respectively, be the containing nodes of p and q. 
Then the lowest common ancestor of vp and Vq is at most distance two away from vp and Vq. The 
proof of this claim requires a somewhat technical lemma, and the following definition of an orthogonal 
coordinate system. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
A triple (L1,L2,0) defines an orthogonal coordinate system if L1 is a horizontal line, L2 is a 
vertical line, and L1 and L2 intersect at O. This coordinate system has four quadrants, which are 
numbered in counterclockwise order around O, 
Lemma 4.2. Let p and q be two mutually visible vertices of P that do not form a 2-neighbor pair. 
Suppose there exists an orthogonal coordinate system (L1, L2, O) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) O is a vertex of P, 
(2) p and q lie in opposite (both even or both odd) quadrants of the coordinate system (LI, L2, 0), 
and 
(3) the vertex 0 is visible from some point on the segment pq. 
Then (p, q) cannot be a shortest diagonal of P. 
Proof. Consider the shortest paths 7r(O,p) and 1r(O,q). These paths are contained completely in the 
triangle ApOq. 1 See Fig. 3. If an edge of either rr(O,p) or rr(O, q) is a diagonal of P,  then let (a, b) 
be that diagonal. In this case, we must have d(a, b) < cl(p, q): since ApOq is an obtuse triangle with 
ZpOq as its largest angle, d(p, q) is the longest segment contained in ApOq. If none of the edges of 
7r(O,p) and 7r(O, q) is a diagonal of P,  then let pl be the neighbor of p in the path rr(O,p) and let 
q' be the neighbor of q in the path rr(O, q). Since both 7r(O,p) and 7r(O, q) are concave, either p and 
q~ are visible or p~ and q are visible. Since p and q are not 2-neighbors, O cannot be adjacent o both 
p and q. Thus, either (/9, q~) or (pt q) is a diagonal, and, being contained in ApOq, it is shorter than 
(p, q). In either case, we conclude that (p, q) is not a shortest diagonal of P.  [] 
We introduce one more notation to facilitate our discussion of the tree distance between the con- 
taining nodes of two vertices defining a shortest diagonal. Given a node v E T, let Zd(v) denote the 
Think of a rubber-band analogy: initially stretch the rubber band along the path (p, z, O), where z is a point on pq 
visible from O, and then release the middle of the band while holding the ends fixed. The final rubber-band path coincides 
with 7r(O,p) and it must remain within the subtriangle AOpz. The same holds for rr(O, q). 
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set of vertices in P whose containing nodes are descendants of v at distance at most d from v. In 
particular, Zo(v) is the set of vertices in R(v), and Zl (v) is the set of vertices in R(v) and all the 
regions associated with children of v. 
Lemma 4.3. Let (p, q) be a shortest diagonal of P. There exists a node v E T such that p, q E Z2(v). 
Proof. Our proof is by contradiction: we assume that the lemma is false, and show that (/9, q) cannot 
be a shortest diagonal. Let vp and Vq, respectively, denote the containing nodes of p and q, and let 
Vpq be the lowest common ancestor of vp and vq. We prove that the tree distance between Vpq and 
vp, Vq is at most two, which shows that p, q E Z2(Vpq). Assume, without loss of generality, that the 
tree distance between Vpq and vp is at least three. Let v~ and vp, respectively, denote the parent and 
the grandparent of vp; by assumption, vpq is higher than v~ . We focus on the generators b(vp) and 
b(~).  
Since windows alternate between horizontal and vertical along any path in T, the generators b(vp) 
and b(vp) are parallel. Without loss of generality, assume that (1) b(vp) and are both vertical, 
and (2) b(vp) is to the left of b(v~). 
If the endpoint of b(vp) closer to b(vp ) is a vertex of P, then a coordinate system at that vertex 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.2, and hence (/9, q) cannot be a shortest diagonal. Therefore, 
assume that the endpoint is not a vertex. As noted previously, in this case the line supporting b(v~) 
does not intersect he interior of b(v~). Without loss of generality, assume that b(v~p) is below b(vf). 
Because b(vp) is below b(v~p), the projections of b(vp) and b(v ) on a vertical ine are disjoint, except 
possibly for one point. Let a denote the upper endpoint of b(vp) and let b denote the lower endpoint 
of b(vpl). Then the vertex p lies below and left of a, while q lies above and right of b. See Fig. 4. 
If either a or b is a vertex of P, we can set up a coordinate system at that vertex, satisfying the 
conditions of Lemma 4.2, which shows that (p, q) cannot be a shortest diagonal. Otherwise, we use the 
conformer vertex for the parent generator b(v~p) to produce a desired coordinate system, as follows. By 
the definition of the conformer vertex, the horizontal chord through it (the conformed base) separates 




Fig. 4. Illustrating the proof of Lemma 4.3. The conformer vertex of b(@) is z. 
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the conformed base. The base b(vJp) lies to the left of b(v~), and because b is not a vertex, so does the 
conformed base. It follows that the :c-coordinate of the conformer vertex also lies between those of 
b(vp) and b(v~). We can set up a coordinate system (L1, L2, O), with origin at the conformer vertex, 
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.2, which contradicts our hypothesis that (p, q) is a shortest 
diagonal. Thus the distance between the lowest common ancestor vpq and vp, Vq must be at most two. 
This completes the proof. [] 
We are now ready to describe our algorithm for computing a shortest diagonal of the polygon. 
5. An algorithm for finding the shortest diagonal 
Assume that H(P) is a conforming partition of P and that T is the dual tree of H(P). Each region 
of H(P) is a monotone polygon, and its shortest diagonal can be computed in time proportional to 
its size using a linear-time algorithm of Zhu [10]. 
Lemma 5.1 [10]. Given a monotone polygon P on n vertices, a shortest diagonal of P can be 
computed in O(n) time. 
Remark. A region in our partition also has artificial vertices, the endpoints of windows, which should 
be excluded from the shortest diagonal computation. This problem is easily fixed by performing a
clean-up operation on each region before it is fed to Zhu's algorithm. Consider, for instance, a region 
R(u), where u is horizontal and R(u) lies above u. We sequentially scan the list of vertices of R(u) 
in clockwise order, starting from the first polygon vertex following the left endpoint of b(u). We 
remove each artificial vertex from the list, thus making its predecessor and successor into neighbors. 
It is easily seen that this operation preserves the monotone property of the region, and removes all 
artificial vertices of R(u), leaving precisely the vertices of P. The end result is a monotone chain, 
and we complete it into a (unbounded) polygon by adding a vertex at negative infinity; the last vertex 
effectively replaces the edge b(u). We invoke the algorithm of Zhu on this modified polygon. 
The total size of all regions in the partition is O(n), since each vertex appears in a constant 
number of regions, and each base edge without a polygon vertex at either end can be charged to its 
conformer vertex. It follows that it takes O(n) time to compute shortest diagonals in all the regions. 
The main contribution of this section is an algorithm for finding a shortest diagonal whose endpoints 
lie in different regions of the partition. Our algorithm breaks up the problem into several instances of 
computing a shortest diagonal between two disjoint chains. The decomposition makes critical use of 
Lemma 4.3. For each node u E T, we solve an instance of the two-chain shortest diagonal problem. 
The vertices of the two chains belong to Z2(u). In the following, we describe how these subproblems 
are created. 
Consider an arbitrary node u E T, and suppose that Vl,'O2,... ,'o k are the children of u in T. 
Corresponding to each window b(vi), we create two chains of vertices: U(vi) and V(vi); the two 
chains are disjoint and are separated by the window b(vi). The chain U(vi) consists of just the 
vertices of Z1 (vi), and the chain V(vi) forms a subset of Zz(u) - Z1 (vi). The process of defining the 
chains U and V depends on the geometry of the polygon R(u). In order to fix the concepts, let us 
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Fig. 5. The trapezoidation f R(u). The windows whose gray-shaded domains are labeled A,..., F are partially ordered 
{A, F} < D < C < B, {A, F} < E, where < denotes "below." 
assume that the generator b(u) is horizontal and the region R(u) lies above u. All windows b(vi) are 
vertical, for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  k. 
We consider a horizontal trapezoidation of R(u), which is obtained by drawing maximal horizontal 
chords from each vertex in both directions. The top and bottom edges of each trapezoid are horizontal 
chords, and the left and right edges are portions of edges or windows of R(u). (In a degenerate case, 
a trapezoid might become a triangle, with only a bottom horizontal edge.) 
The family of trapezoids in this trapezoidation forms a partial order under the relation "below". 
In particular, a trapezoid T is below another trapezoid T I if there is a vertical ine intersecting both 
r and T', and the intersection with r lies below the intersection with r ~. If r is below T ~, then 
we also say that r' is above r. We now extend this partial order to windows of R(u). We say 
that a window b adjoins a trapezoid r if the left or the right boundary of r is defined by (a por- 
tion of) b. We say that a window b is below another window U if the lowest trapezoid adjoining 
b is below the lowest trapezoid adjoining b'. Finally, we say that a vertex p is above a trapezoid 
r if the vertical line through p intersects r below p. By extension, a vertex p is above a win- 
dow b if p is above the lowest trapezoid adjoining b. See Fig. 5 for an illustration of these con- 
cepts. 
Lastly, we need to distinguish between windows that form the left boundary of R(u) and those that 
form the right boundary. We call a window b a left (respectively right) window of R(u) if the domain 
P(b) lies locally to the left (respectively right) of b. With these definitions in place, let us now discuss 
how the set V(vi) is defined for a child node vi. The vertices of V(vi) come either from R(u) or 
from Z 1 (Vj), where j ~ i. The membership roles of V(vi) are as follows. 
Membership Rules for V (vi): 
(1) A vertex p E R(u) belongs to V(vi) if b(vi) is the highest left window or the highest right window 
below p. 
(2) All vertices of Zt(vj), for j ¢ i, belong to V(vi) if b(vi) is below b(vj) and there is a trapezoid 
adjoining both b(vi) and b(vj). 
(3) If b(vi) is the leftmost window or the rightmost window, then V(vi) - Zz(u) - Zt(vi). 
The following pseudocode gives the main steps of our shortest diagonal algorithm. 
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DIAGONAL (P) 
(. Compute a shortest diagonal of P. *) 
1. Compute a shortest diagonal defined by a 2-neighbor pair. 
2. Compute a conforming partition H(P), and its dual tree T. 
3. for each node u E T do 
4. Compute a shortest diagonal in R(u). 
5. for each child vi of u do 
6. Compute the sets U(vi) and V(vi), and compute the shortest diagonal 
between disjoint chains defined by U(vi) and V(vi). 
Lemma 4.3 ensures that if (p, q) is a shortest diagonal, then p, q E Z2(u) for some node u E T. If 
p and q both lie in R(u), then the diagonal (p, q) is computed in Step 4. Otherwise, Step 6 computes 
the diagonal; the following lemma proves the correctness of this step. 
Lemma 5.2. Let (p, q) be a shortest diagonal of P, and let u E T be the lowest node such that 
p,q E Z2(u). If at least one of p and q (say p) lies outside R(u), then there is a child vi of u such 
that p E U(vi) and q E V(vi). 
Proof. Since u is the lowest node with p, q E Z2(u), the diagonal (p, q) intersects R(u). Without loss 
of generality, assume that p lies outside R(u), and that it lies in the domain of a left window, say 
b(vi). Since p E Z2(u), it follows that p E Zl (vi). If vi is the leftmost window, then the lemma clearly 
holds: p lies in U(vi), and V(v 0 includes all the vertices of Z2(u) - Zl(v~) (cf. rule (3)). So, in the 
remainder of this proof, assume that vi is not the leftmost window. 
First, suppose that q E R(u). In this case, we claim that q E V(v O. The claim depends on the 
membership rule (1) and Lemma 4.2: if q ~ V(vi) and q is above b(vi), then there is a window 
between b(vi) and q having the same orientation as b(vi). The lower endpoint of this window is 
necessarily a (reflex) vertex and an orthogonal coordinate system at that vertex satisfies the condition 
of Lemma 4.2, contradicting the assumption that (p, q) is a shortest diagonal. Similarly, if q is below 
b(vi), then the lower endpoint of b(vi) satisfies the condition of Lemma 4.2. Point q must be either 
above or below b(vi), since otherwise q and b(vi) would not be visible to each other. 
If q ~ R(u), then it lies in the domain of a right window, say vj, and we must have q E Z1 (vj). If 
q ~ V(v O, then Zl (vj) must have failed the membership tests of rule (2). Since p and q are mutually 
visible, windows b(vi) and b(vj) cannot be incomparable; one must be above the other in the partial 
order. If b(vi) and b(vj) both adjoin a common trapezoid, then q ~ V(vi) implies that b(vi) is above 
b(vj). But then the symmetry of rule (2) ensures that q E U(vj) and p E V(vj), which proves the 
lemma. If b(vi) and b(vj) do not adjoin a common trapezoid, then an orthogonal coordinate system 
placed at the lower endpoint of the higher window satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.2, contradicting 
the assumption that (p, q) is a shortest diagonal. This completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
The problem of computing a shortest diagonal (p, q) with p E U(vi) and q E V(vi) is an instance 
of the problem of finding a closest visible vertex pair between two disjoint chains. Each of these 
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problems can be solved in linear time using the following result from our paper on matrix searching 
with the shortest path metric. 
Lemma 5.3 [4]. Let U and V be two vertex-disjoint chains that partition the vertices of a simple 
polygon t 9. Then a closest visible vertex pair of U and V can be found in linear time. 
Remark. In order to apply Lemma 5.3, we also need to connect the vertices of U(vi) and V(vi) into 
polygonal chains. The vertices of U(vi) are already joined in a polygonal chain: the boundary of the 
regions associated with vi and its children. The chain for V(vi) involves concatenating some parts of 
R(u) and Zl(vj) for some children nodes vj. This step also can be done easily in time proportional 
to [V(vi)[, by first computing the horizontal trapezoidation f R(u). 
The following lemma bounds the total size of all the subproblems associated with a node u E T. 
Lemma 5.4. Let u E T be a node, and let Vl,V2,... ,vk be the children of u. The sum of the sizes of 
all shortest diagonal subproblems at node u is 
k 
(If(v )l + Iv(v,)l) --o(Iz2(u)l). 
i=1 
Proof. The lemma depends on the observation that all vertices in the subproblems created at u belong 
to Z2(u), and each vertex appears in O(1) subproblems. A vertex of R(u) appears in at most four 
subproblems: one for the leftmost window, one for the rightmost window, and at most two subproblems 
by rule (1). The remaining vertices of Z2(u) appear in at most four subproblems: once in a U set, 
once in a V set, and twice more in the sets from rule (3). This completes the proof. [] 
By Lemma 5.4, the total size of all the subproblems created uring the algorithm DIAGONAL is 
O(n). Each subproblem is solved in time proportional to its size; Step 4 uses the linear-time algorithm 
of Zhu [10] to compute a shortest diagonal in a monotone region; Step 6 uses the linear-time algorithm 
of Lemma 5.3 to compute a shortest diagonal between two disjoint chains. We have established the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. Given a simple polygon on n vertices, we can compute a shortest diagonal of the 
polygon in O(n) time. 
Theorem 5.5 also implies a linear-time algorithm for computing a closest visible vertex pair of the 
polygon: a closest visible pair either forms a shortest diagonal or it is an edge of the polygon. Since 
the number of edges is only n, we can find a closest visible vertex pair in O(n) time. 
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